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Learning Objectives





Envision the workflow of virtual reality application to automotive design exploration
Learn how to obtain the setup to replicate the described experience
Learn to use VRED for virtual reality visualization
Obtain vital information to generate better validation of automotive concepts in
shorter time spans

Description
Vehicle design requires the development of virtual and physical tridimensional models to
translate concepts generated by freehand drawing and renderings. This iterative process is very
valuable but highly resource-consuming in time, cost, and effort—not only in the modeling
process itself, but also in learning time, prototyping, and finishing. With schools tied to the
duration of academic terms and student budgets, projects are limited to only CAD and/or scale
physical models. However, recently available virtual reality (VR) devices offer alternatives to
bridge that gap, enabling full-size 3D drawing exploration and visualization of CAD in small and
full scale. This session will discuss the use of VR software and Maya software for initial
exploration, as well as VRED software for visualization of vehicle concepts using the HTC Vibe.
It describes where in the design process these tools are used, as well as the setup used at the
Transportation Design Program at the University of Cincinnati.

Speaker(s)
Juan Antonio Islas Munoz has a Master of Design from the University of Cincinnati and an
industrial design degree from Universidad Autonoma de San Luis Potosi, Mexico. From 20072011, he worked at Rigoletti Casa de Diseno as an instructor and designer in Mexico City.
During this time, he worked design and project management of toy projects as a freelance. In
2011 he obtained a Fulbright scholarship for his graduate studies, in which he researched
automotive design aesthetic perception and digital sculpting software for the same discipline. He
is currently the Head of Transportation Design at the College of Design, Architecture, Art, and
Planning of the University of Cincinnati, where he currently leads the transportation design
program. In his current position, has executed design projects for Autodesk, Crown Lift Trucks,
General Motors, Boeing, P&G, Pfizer, and Cincinnati Children’s Hospital.
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The automotive design process in industry vs academia
The automotive design process in industry and academia is similar, but the realities of
resources and time make the academic and industry exercises different. The translation from
2D visualization to 3D geometry (virtual or physical) and its corresponding iterations have a long
learning curve and requires a large amount of time, effort and resources. Universities and
colleges that teach Transportation design only have 15 week terms to generate a vehicle
concept, frequently developed by a single students with personal budgets, while automotive
companies have entire teams, longer project spans, and corporate-sized budgets.
At the front end of the development of a new product, automotive companies begin by a series
of strategic meetings between several departments such as design, engineering, planning, and
marketing, in order to devise the design brief and develop the product architecture (packaging)
of the vehicle to be developed.
The project is then turned to the design department for the ideation and selection phase, in
which the design team goes through an aesthetic concepting process through a series of 2D
drawings and sketches that grow in level of refinement as the ideas progress in to fully fledged
concepts. Once the designer’s vision is finalized, the refinement process and the translation to
3D begins by the development of CAD models that are prototyped physically in clay and in small
scale, observed, manually adjusted, and re-modeled. When the design is accepted, the
prototype goes to full scale, milled from a CAD model in clay. The prototype is observed,
analyzed, manually modified, and 3D scanned to be modeled with class-A surfacing. Before
going into production, the resulting model is visualized in Virtual Reality to then be prototyped
with real materials.

The difference between the design processes in academia and industry

The process in academia follows a similar pattern but is compressed to an academic semester,
which is usually 15 weeks long. Academic projects can either begin with an already developed
design brief and a package proposal and follow the same process as industry up to a physical
scale model, or begin with a research-driven project that requires the development of the brief
and packaging, in which case the final deliverable is only a virtual CAD model. The iterative
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come-and-go between the physical model and the CAD model is limited, and it is extremely rare
to go full scale, let alone iterate at that size.

The difference between the design processes in industry and academia with VR

The democratization of Virtual Reality sets now allows the expansion of the academic project by
allowing for iteration of 3D models from the virtual world and validation at full scale, as well as
providing new ways to explore through the use of 3D sketch from applications available in VR
enabled platforms.

The workflow of virtual reality application to transportation design
In the following section, the use of Virtual Reality applications in the academic transportation
design process will be described. The software packages used for this process at the University
of Cincinnati are: Google Tilt Brush, Gravity Sketch, and Autodesk VRed Professional, utilized
with the HTC Vive set.

The project front end: packaging
In order to develop the packaging it is necessary to understand the interaction of the
human body with the vehicle and develop the hard points of the product architecture in
which design will be applied to. Google Tilt Brush and Gravity Sketch can be used at this
stage. Both software packages can have *.OBJ files imported into their libraries and thus
into virtual reality space. Then, with a spatial awareness that is impossible to achieve by
the use of traditional screen-based CAD applications, the generation of the package is
simplified. Posable human figures, tires, motors, and more can be imported and
intuitively placed in 3D space rather than a simplified technical drawing. Scale can be
better visualized. Placement of controls and visibility to the front and side of the vehicle
can be instantly validated.
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Interior packaging developed in Gravity Sketch. Work by Felix Miletzki.

Ideation and selection
Tilt Brush and Gravity sketch can also be used to develop 3D sketches that complement
the use of 2D drawing. Tilt Brush has a short learning curve and its painterly style allows
for quick visualization of rough concepts.

Tilt Brush vehicle by Raleigh Haire.
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Gravity Sketch is more precise and allows for the creation of surfaces, which can
produce a clearer sketch.

Motorcycle using Gravity Sketch, by Kyle Greathouse.

Refinement: From 2D to 3D
The geometry generated in Tilt Brush or Gravity Sketch can be exported as OBJ files or
even IGES (Gravity Sketch only), and then imported into a different software package
such as Alias, Maya, or Fusion, to create a clean model.
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Tilt Brush geometry imported in to Maya and clean model development. By Raleigh Haire

The clean model can then be assessed in small and full scale virtually, and further
refined, just like industry does with clay models. Autodesk VRed is crucial at this stage,
since realistic materials can be added and visualized smoothly.

VRed visualization of clean model for refinement

Critique
VRed can be used for VR critiques as the realistic materials provide a believable
visualization that shows every detail. The only downside is that currently only one person
can see into the headset. It would be ideal if there could be two or more people in the
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same virtual space, perhaps even in different places. However, VRed has released
online videos that hint at this feature being available in the near future.

VRed critique during the senior show at the University of Cincinnati

Using VRed Professional for Virtual Reality visualization
This is a very simple matter that works pretty seamlessly with the HTC Vive. To achieve this, it
is important to have VRed Professional 2017 or 2018. The latter is preferred since the display
on the computer screen that represents what the person with the headset is looking at only
shows what is being projected for one eye and not both, which may seem confusing.

Difference in the display of VRed Professional 2017 vs 2018

To do this, it is necessary to import the geometry by clicking on File>Import>CAD.
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Importing file

The model needs to be placed in the scene and sometimes rotated and scaled. Use the
Transform button at the bottom of the screen to open the menu and adjust.

Transform button and menu
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Assign materials using the material editor. If you want to create a material, right click on any
space on the menu called materials and adjust as in other rendering softwares.

Material button and assignment

Then go to View>Display>Open VR. After this you should put on the headset and you will be
able to see your model in virtual space.
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Open VR HMD

You may need to adjust the position of the vehicle in VRed. This may require a second person
to help and it is one of the big opportunity areas VRed has to improve this experience. The HTC
Vive controllers do not work except to visualize them and use them to point at elements of the
design. The menus of the software are not available in the virtual world, so it is necessary to
remove the headset, modify, put it back on, modify so more, and so on. However, once the
model is set up in space and at the right scale, it is a very compelling tool.

The kit: what you need to get this set up running
What is necessary to do what is described in this class, the following is necessary:
 An HTC Vive set


A space big enough for a car free of objects that may trip or be hit when in the virtual
space.



A computer powerful enough to run the software. This is what we have at the University
of Cincinnati:
Corsair Obsidian 750D Airflow Edition Full Tower
ASUS X99-E LGA 2011-v3 ATX Intel Motherboard
Intel Core i7-6800K 3.4GHz LGA 2011-3 Boxed Procesor
EVGA 16GB 2 x 8GB DDR4-3200 PC4-25600 CL16 RAM memory
EVGA GeForce GTX 1080 Classified 8GB GDDR5X Gaming graphic card
EVGA SuperNOVA 850 Watt ATX Power Supply
Intel 600p 512GB NVMe M.2 Internal SSD

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
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o

Cooler Master Hyper 212 LED CPU Cooler



Install the Steam software to download Tilt Brush and Gravity Sketch.



Download Autodesk VRed 2018.
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